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WELCOME ON BOARD
Port Agent and maritime consulting services in Apulia since 1981










Want a qualified services for your next project?
 CONTACT US
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Port Agent
Thanks to our partners Albatros is able to provide port agency services in all main ports of Puglia, both for passenger and freight traffic, tramp or liner vessel. We usually operate in Brindisi, Otranto, Bari and Taranto ports
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Vessel Assistance
We provide maximum assistance to the ships entrusted to us. We can organize ordinary and extraordinary maintenance, carpentry, shipbuilding, underwater works and service of specialized technicians.
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Maritime Consulting
The undisputed professionalism of our Agency’s staff, has allowed us to accumulate over the years a wide experiencing all areas of maritime cluster. Applying, over the years, in some specific sectors of maritime transport, Albatros srl became leader in the field of passenger traffic, the assistance to platform supply vessel and assistance onshore and at sea for Oil & Gas and Submarine Works.
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We are a young company with an immense desire to grow and we are always open to new projects
CONTACT US
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Yacht and Cruises
Thanks to our partners we are able to cover all Puglia’s main port. Our long experience on the Agency matters enables us to satisfy and assist your needs for:

	Berthing arrangements
	Bunker arrangements (national gas or tax-free)
	Luxury cars, Buses for guest transfers
	Divers, Aero-taxi service
	Shopping assistance
	Delivery of cash in any currency
	Excursions with an interpreter onboard
	Parties and events in restaurants
	High quality wines and fresh rations
	Daily fresh flowers in bulk or in assorted compositions
	Crew assistance for joiners or disembarking crew
	Arrival and departure procedures with the Port Authorities for Emigration, Harbor Masters, Customs etc.
	Customs formalities
	Hotel accomodations
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Cargo & Ro/ro_pax vessel
The staff of the agency is highly specialized in theCargo and Ro/Ro-Pax assistance. With over 30 years of experience in all the major ports of Puglia, Albatros is considered one of the main protagonists in this matter. Our services include:

	Complete agency services for liners, tramp ships, ship owners and charterers
	Transit and consulate visae
	Tankers / Gas / Chemical and container carrier agent
	Assistance to crew and passengers
	Bunker Agents
	Clearance and forwarding for custom brokers
	Arrival and departure procedures with the Port Authorities for Emigration, Harbor Masters, Customs etc.
	Check-in operation
	Ticket office
	Passenger assistance
	Cargo assistance
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Supply and Research Vessels
The staff of the agency, considering the long experience in the sector, is prepared to provide all the assistance that this particular type of boat needs

	Complete agency services for ship owners and charterers
	Transit and consulate visae
	Seaborne
	Assistance to crew and passengers
	Delivery of fresh and frozen food
	Bunker Agents
	Clearance and forwarding for custom brokers








 Clients
We are proud of our customers because we are part of their success
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Contact Us
Do you need information? Our team of consultants is available to meet your needs as quickly as possible

Albatros srl
Contrada Costa Morena, sn

C/O Terminal Brindisi 1° Piano 72100 – Brindisi (Italy)

Ph. +393914561570

@: info@albatrosweb.it



























 We are proud to be part of









Operatori Portuali Salentini
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Confindustria Brindisi
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Benvenuti in Albatros! Da oggi offriamo servizi di consulenza strategica in ambito portuale in tutta la Puglia
Scopri di più




      